Epson education solutions

Working together
in education

Designed for learning
Here at Epson, we understand education, and we use this knowledge to design
technology that makes learning continuous and efficient. Our solutions keep
information moving. They connect collaborative groups, capture attention
and empower both teachers and students.
Whether it's for in-person or remote learning, today's technology needs to work
seamlessly and continuously, from screen sharing and flexible learning, to collaboration
across locations, and empowering educators and students with a Bring Your
Own Device (BYOD) strategy. Epson’s technology supports this dynamic
learning environment.

Get the full financial picture
Your IT equipment should be built to last, easy to run, and support cross-curriculum
learning. Epson technology offers value right from the start, so you can focus on unleashing
creativity and collaboration – without worrying about any hidden costs.
– Save time on tasks like student enrolment by digitising documents – our scanners use
automated workflows to integrate seamlessly into your existing processes
– Project at the right size for the room; Epson interactive displays can be scaled up to 100",
and are flexible to any room size or layout
– Transform ideas and visual aids into professional-quality in-house creations with
affordable, fast and reliable prints up to 72-inch while reducing external resource costs
with our large format printers
– Save costs with our business EcoTank ranges which offer an ultra-low cost-per-page
and high print yields, thanks to cost-effective ink bottles, low power consumption and no
warm-up time
– Lower environmental impact, use fewer replacement parts; Epson inkjet produces up
to 96% fewer used consumables than laser printers2

Invest in the future

See the results

Students are more connected than ever – and they expect
the same of the technology they use to learn. Simple to
use, highly reliable, and easy to maintain, our solutions put
your institution at the cutting-edge of education technology
today, and protect your investment for the future.

Bring learning to life and stimulate all kinds of abilities.
Give students the confidence to pursue their own ideas,
and inspire them to discover their own solutions. Our
collaborative solutions put students in touch with their
curriculum, so they can achieve better results and develop
skills for life.

– Support collaboration and remote learning with interactive
display solutions in any size of learning environment
– Create a dynamic learning environment by projecting
content from up to four devices simultaneously, and
share content between devices1
– Use and maintain your printers easily thanks to our
business EcoTank ranges which make checking ink
levels and replenishing ink simple, while reducing power
consumption, maintenance and the need for wasteful
consumables and packaging
– Print at high speed
Heat-Free Technology requires no heat to warm up
when it is switched on or awoken from sleep
– Scan anything from a postage stamp to A0 in high
resolution, and share via email, cloud, local folder,
mobile and more
– Manage your digital documents with ease; save on
storage space and reduce file loss with easy access
to historic documents

How much could you save?
See how much you could save on
printing with our savings calculator.
www.epson.eu/eco-saving

– Create, inspire and collaborate in remote and
in-person learning environments and engage every
student with our display solutions
– Encourage self-discovery with direct drawing and
annotation over displayed content with finger-touch and
dual pen interactivity on our interactive display solutions
– Provide a new perspective and allow viewing and analysis
of 3D objects on a large screen with our
Full HD visualisers

– Budget for the future with Epson Managed Print Services; predict and reduce printing
costs, receive replacement consumables automatically, and pay only for what you use

GoBoard Education – software for collaborative learning
GoBoard Education is an advanced whiteboard that combines
integration with a wide range of video conferencing (VC)
applications and content-sharing capabilities. It enables
engaging, interactive and productive multimedia teaching –
even when the class is spread across multiple locations.

Technology that brings
learning to life
Capture learners’ attention

Transform teaching
Encourage a learning dialogue between students and
teachers with an Epson interactive ultra-short throw
display solution. Screen size matters, so benefit from
projecting content on a scalable screen of up to 100"
in Full HD, interact with group projects using gestures
or pens, and make, share and discuss notes without
having to power up a PC.

Enhance learning with an Epson visualiser, a
lightweight Full HD desktop camera. Display
large printed pages, 3D objects, experiments
and even living things in close-up, both
for workgroups and larger audiences.

Produce impactful resources

Maximise the impact of your presentations

With our large format printers, you can produce
posters, banners, prints for clothing and more,
without the need for a professional print shop.
Some examples include students creating
architectural CAD plans and designs, fashion
prints and patterns, or fine art and photography.

Develop learning and bring your resources to
life with exceptionally bright colours and highresolution quality that can be scaled to a room
of almost any size.
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Print high volume at speed

Reduce printing costs
Our WorkForce Pro RIPS printers help you to
boost productivity by spending less money on
consumables and less time on maintenance – so
you can work without interruption. And our business
EcoTank ranges give you high print yield, low
maintenance and reduced energy consumption.

Transform visitor management
Produce visitor badges and passes in-house
and on-demand. Add full colour photos for
better visual ID to help improve visitor safety.

Capture every detail
Enable students to use our high resolution
devices to capture the detail of research
material – from negatives, photographs,
books and newspapers.

Print high-quality documents at superfast speeds of up
to 100ipm with WorkForce Enterprise – a reliable and
environmentally friendly departmental colour A3 MFP
with optional finisher - and up to 25ppm in either colour
or mono with our business EcoTank ranges.

Give every student
the best view

More sustainable
technologies
A societal shift in the way we live and work
has meant new opportunities are emerging for
Epson’s more sustainable technologies.

Effective viewing distances
65"

65"

100"

Projector screen

Our interactive display solutions provide a
scalable image size. Unlike flat panel displays,
whatever the room, every student gets a perfect
view without losing image quality or needing
constant zoom adjustment. Having the right
sized image for a room can make a huge
difference to levels of concentration, enjoyment
and understanding.

65"

70"

Quality through technology
Our 3LCD technology combines high resolution,
brightness up to 30,000 lumens and rich colours
to produce vivid, engaging images even in
brightly lit classrooms. And three solid-state
optical panels enable seamless colour blending
for beautiful, consistent images.

In printing, our unique PrecisionCore Micro Piezo inkjet
technology is playing a huge role in reducing environmental
impact. Our Heat-Free printhead technology reduces
energy consumption by up to 83% compared to laser
printers, requires fewer consumables, is less wasteful
and much simpler to maintain. If all European businesses
switched to Epson inkjet technology, we could save

High brightness
Inspire and engage students with the brightest,
most colourful images. Whatever the subject,
count on the right level of brightness for all
content, as we quote the true levels of both
Colour and White Light Output.

Epson 3LCD technology –
up to three times brighter
than competitor technology3

Epson iProjection app for Chromebooks

Interactivity and collaboration

Move around the room and effortlessly share
Chromebook content with wireless connection to
the classroom’s interactive display. With the Epson
iProjection app for Chromebooks, you can share
content to the display, or use the Epson Multi-PC
Projection software with Moderator function to share
content from up to four Chromebooks at a time.

With interactive displays, everyone can become part
of the learning process. 20% of people retain less
than 20% of what is presented to them on slides4,
but our education solutions can improve retention
of content and inspire collaboration by encouraging
physical engagement with the content on display.

What should you look
for in a display?
Our display size calculator helps you find
the right interactive display for any room
www.epson.eu/display-size-matters

100"

The use of projectors in video conferencing and in education,
is an area where Epson, as global market leader5, can
contribute to sustainability. While the workplace re-organises
itself into more virtual hubs and governments look to
improve education for remote communities, the need for
effective visual communications is accelerating. Our ultrashort-throw projectors are improving accessibility in the
classroom while our visualisers support new virtual teaching
methods. Epson projectors are designed to maximise
the display size, while minimising power consumption.
Epson's latest range of projectors use cutting edge laser
light source technology and are driving efficiencies by
increasing brightness while reducing the size, weight
and power consumption of our products to minimise our
environmental impact throughout the product lifecycle.

Conventional projectors using
1-chip DLP technology

1 billion kWh a year, equivalent to a €151 million energy
saving and, more significantly, reduce carbon impact by
over 410 thousand tonnes of CO26. This same volume
would require 18 million trees a year to absorb.
Our EcoTank inkjet printer is already delivering on its
sustainable promise. EcoTank uses no cartridges –
eliminating production, shipping and disposal impacts and
creating only a tenth of the waste of traditional print models.
As a result, to date we have saved around 1.6 million tonnes
of plastic-based consumables through the sale of over
60 million cartridge-free EcoTank printers worldwide.
Epson is well placed for all these new challenges.
Sustainability is in our DNA. Our Japanese roots are
embedded in a strong tradition of making exceptional
products from finite resources. Almost 80,000 employees
worldwide share our commitment to sustainability.
There is always a limit to what one company can do
and it will take close collaboration and partnership
with like-minded companies and people who share
our vision to achieve more sustainability, enrich
communities and improve the quality of our lives.

Protect the planet’s future
At Epson, we understand the importance of supporting a greener planet for future generations.
Meet your environmental targets and use up to 83% less energy with WorkForce Pro printers7
Cut power consumption with eco-mode on your interactive display solutions and extend lamp life
Reduce your carbon footprint by using scanners with no warm-up time, and reduce power usage
with built-in ReadyScan technology
See what you could save
Calculate the electricity and CO2 savings our business printers
could achieve in your education environment with our calculator.
www.epson.eu/eco-saving
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faster from ready compared
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On local networks with Epson Multi-PC projection or using Epson iProjection App designed to be used Android and iOS devices, and Google Chromebooks.
Storage space comparison based on Epson calculations of storage space requirements for packaged consumables sufficient to print 6,000 pages on 12 SFP and MFP (3-in-1) printers
selected from among the top-selling 50% of A4 monochrome laser printers (below-20ppm class) listed in IDC Worldwide Quarterly Hardcopy Peripherals Tracker 2019 Q2 data FY17
results. Average toner package unit volumes and yields for each model were calculated by Epson using toner package dimensions and yields published by the manufacturer for each
model (as of August 2019). Actual size and number of toner cartridges required varies by laser printer model. EcoTank consumables quoted yields are simulated figures calculated by
Epson based on ISO/IEC24711 methodology using ISO/IEC19752 test pat.
Colour brightness (colour light output) in brightest mode, measured by a third-party lab in accordance with IDMS 15.4. Colour brightness will vary depending on usage conditions.
Top-selling Epson 3LCD projectors versus top-selling 1-chip DLP projectors based on NPD sales data for October 2019 through September 2020.
Whiteboard Selling by Sommers & Jenkin.
2001 to 2020, 500-lumen and above, excluding screenless TVs, Futuresource Consulting – Quarterly Projector Market Insights – Worldwide Analyzer CY20Q4.
Calculated using standard conversion of 0.233 kg of CO2e per kWh of electricity.
Based on Epson calculations, the Epson WorkForce Pro WF-C8190DW uses 83% less energy than the HP Color LaserJet Enterprise M750dn, the highest-selling model in the A3 colour
single-function 21-30ppm printer segment (IDC, Quarterly Hardcopy Peripherals Tracker, Q4 2015 to Q3 2019 shipments, published Q2 2020). Methodology based on ‘Typical Energy
Consumption’, defined under and/or simulated with reference to the ENERGY STAR test procedure and presented in kWh per year.
Based on Epson calculations, Epson business inkjet time-saving calculated by comparison to business laser devices’ average lowest “Print/Copy time” (“from Previous Job”, “from Ready
State” or “from Sleep State”) as reported by ENERGY STAR, added to the time taken to print at maximum speed the remaining pages in an average sized office print job and multiplied
by the average number of print jobs per year, according to Keypoint Intelligence. Laser printer models identified using IDC, Quarterly Hardcopy Peripherals Tracker, Q3 2016 to 2020 Q2
shipments, published Q2 2020.”(“from Previous Job”, “from Ready State” or “from Sleep State”) as reported by ENERGY STAR, added to the time taken to print at maximum speed the
remaining pages in an average sized office print job and multiplied by the average number of print jobs per year, according to Keypoint Intelligence. Laser printer models identified using
IDC, Quarterly Hardcopy Peripherals Tracker, Q3 2016 to 2020 Q2 shipments, published Q2 2020.
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* Warranty offers are not available for all countries. Please contact your local Epson representative.
For further information please contact your local Epson office or visit www.epson.eu/contact-us
Algeria +213 770 938 617 Austria 01 253 49 78 333 Belgium +32 (0)2 792 04 47 Czech +420 246 037 281 Denmark 44 50 85 85 East Africa (+254) 734 354 075
Finland 0201 552 091 France 09 74 75 04 04 (Cost of local call, operator charges may apply) Germany +49 (0) 2159/92 79 500 Greece (0030) 211 198 62 12
Hungary 06800 147 83 Ireland 01 436 7742 Israel (+972)-3-5751833 Italy 02‑660321 10 (0,12 €/min) Luxembourg +352 27860692 Middle East +9714 2677638
Morocco +212 520 134 040 Netherlands +31 (0)20 708 5099 Norway +47 67 11 37 00 Poland +48 22 295 37 25 (0,16 zł/min) Portugal 707 222 111
Romania 0040 214025024 Russia (095) 777‑03‑55 Slovakia +421 232 786 682 Southern Africa +27 (0) 10 109 5320 Spain 93 582 15 00 Sweden +46 8 5051 3701
(Mobilsamtal – 0,99 kr/min, Lokala samtal – 0,30 kr/min, Utlandssamtal – 0,89 kr/min) Switzerland 022 592 7923 Tunisia +216 9811 5564 Turkey (0212) 3360303
United Kingdom 0871 42 37766 (+10p per minute plus network extras) West Africa (+234) 8020727843
Trademarks and registered trademarks are the property of Seiko Epson Corporation or their respective owners.
Product information is subject to change without prior notice.

